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If you can laugh, you can control your Type 2 diabetes.How?Because laughter helps lower blood
sugar.Results from research studies have proven beyond doubt that the more you laugh the
better your blood glucose stabilisation will be. We all know that laughter makes us feel better but
that old saying ‘laughter is the best medicine’ can no longer be treated as an old wives’ tale ― it’s
a scientifically proven fact.In this book, Laughter and Type 2 Diabetes Book: Medicine on Tap,
you’ll discover ways to incorporate laughter into your daily life to control your type 2 diabetes.The
following are some chapter titles contained in the ebook:* Your Emotional Health* Comedy
Success for Diabetics* Let Laugher into Your Life* Bring Me Sunshine* The Dark Side* Laughter
Therapy* The Punch Line and SO Much More!!!Do you really want to take absolute control of
your TypeII Diabetes?Scroll up this page and order this book.



LAUGHTER AND TYPE 2 DIABETES Medicine on Tap By Nazir Hussain ‘Laughter is one of
nature’s top medicines. You don’t need a prescription, it’s there for you 24-7 and guess what? It
actually reduces blood sugar levels. No, don’t laugh! Oh go on then ……..’Disclaimer, Terms of
Use, Agreement and Copyright NoticeThe author of this eBook makes no representations or
warranties with respect to the applicability or completeness of the content herein. The
information is strictly for educational purposes. If you choose to apply ideas contained within this
eBook, you are taking full responsibility for your actions. The information mentioned here should
not be used if it does not comply with your doctor’s advice. For certain health problems, consult
your physician before following the suggestions given in this eBook. Always check with your
physician to avoid any adverse effects that could arise from the usage of these
recommendations if you have an existing medical condition, or if you are pregnant or
nursing.The reasons and research in this book is based on experiences of patients and peers.
The situation and experience may differ from person to person. Do not follow any
recommendations without consulting your case with your doctor. The author of this book will not
be held responsible for any unfortunate incident. It is understood that the reader claims
responsibility for their own actions.The author disclaims any warranties (express or implied) or
fitness for any particular purpose. The author shall in no event be held liable to any party for any
direct, indirect, punitive, special, incidental or other consequential damages arising directly or
indirectly from any use of this material, which is presented ‘as is’ and without warranties. The
author cannot be held responsible for any personal or commercial damage caused by
misinterpretation of information or improper use of the details in this book.This eBook is © the
copyright of Nazir Hussain. No part of this eBook may be copied, changed in any format,
reproduced in any form, including print, electronic, photocopy, scan or recording, without the
author’s consent.Contents Introduction Your Emotional Health 1 Comedy Success for Diabetics
2 Let Laughter into Your Life 3 Bring Me Sunshine 4 The Dark Side 5 Laughter Therapy 6 The
Punch Line 7 ‘Cure My Type 2 Diabetes’ ProgrammeIntroductionLaughter is highly contagious!
Just hearing a group of people having a good laugh makes you want to join in. Sit-com directors
purposely factor ‘canned’ laughter into their recordings to help ‘lead’ the audience. And now it’s
official ― laughter actually helps lower blood sugar. Results from research studies have proven
beyond doubt that the more you laugh the better your blood glucose stabilisation will be. We all
know that laughter makes us feel better but that old saying ‘laughter is the best medicine’ can no
longer be treated as an old wives’ tale ― it’s a scientifically proven fact.Conclusions of several
research studies have revealed that laughter brings much more than a momentary uplifting of
the spirits; it makes very beneficial changes to the body as well as the mind. In fact, the pain-
killing endorphins released during just one bout of laughter will continue to be effective for up to
24 hours afterwards.One particular study has resulted in findings which are extremely relevant,
namely that laughter has a very beneficial effect on the symptoms of type2 diabetes ― more



about this later. Laughter in physical terms is due to the epiglottis constricting the larynx. Those
who study laughter and comedy, together with the psychological and physiological effects on the
human body are called gelotologists.Medical science has known for some time that laughter can
help with many conditions. It is helpful in lowering blood pressure and releasing endorphins. It
improves circulation, helps the immune system, stimulates the nervous system and helps to
improve cardiovascular function. So we get a very clear message from all this scientific and
clinical knowledge – We should all do much more laughing! 1 Your Emotional HealthWe all
have bad days. You know the feeling; it starts bad and just gets worse as the day wears on.
Sometimes you are only too aware of what the problem is and other times you just can’t put your
finger on it, you just feel ‘down’. And then one of your friends puts a photo on Facebook which
makes you smile despite yourself. Or perhaps it’s one of those videos of a kitten climbing into a
milk jug and getting stuck with its back legs and tail waving helplessly in the air. It looks so cute
and hilarious and you can’t help it, a little chuckle escapes and suddenly the day seems just a
little brighter. So it doesn’t really take much does it to send a tiny ray of sunshine out from behind
that big, black cloud.One of the best things is that the few seconds of laughter do not instantly
disappear. That feeling remains, with you, rather like the warmth of the sun, even when your
laughter has ceased. It stays in the form of a generally more positive outlook and helps you to
subconsciously look for more bright spots in your day. Even in the middle of the most traumatic
times, sharing a chuckle, or even just a knowing smile with someone, can help you to feel
better.When considering your emotional health it is vitally important to factor-in the element of
laughter. Sometimes if it’s not likely that you will spontaneously generate a situation where you
are likely to encounter humour, then there are ways of letting it into your life. More of this later …
The connections between laughter and your emotional health are interesting and deserve to be
taken seriously:It is a fact that when you find something funny it immediately helps you to relax.
Stress levels are reduced and this in turn helps your emotional batteries begin to recharge. The
whole scenario of laughter, relaxation and the resultant relieving of stress enables you to have
more mental stamina and aids your ability to focus and concentrate.
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